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We proceed for the first time to the evaluation of the Born cross section for J/ψ + ηc production, namely via
g+g→ J/ψ+ηc+g, and show that it has a harder PT spectrum than the J/ψ-pair yield at Born level. If one stuck
to a comparison at Born level, one would conclude that J/ψ + ηc production would surpass that of J/ψ + J/ψ
at large PT . This is nonetheless not the case since J/ψ-pair production, as for single J/ψ, receives leading-PT
contributions at higher orders in αs. We also present the first evaluation of these leading-PT next-to-leading
order contributions. These are indeed significant for increasing PT and are of essential relevance for comparison
with forthcoming data. We also compute kinematic correlations relevant for double-parton-scattering studies.
Finally, we evaluate the polarisation of a J/ψ accompanied either by a ηc or a J/ψ and another light parton.
These results may be of great help to understand the polarisation of quarkonia produced at high energies.
Introduction.—Since a long time, quarkonium physics has
reached a precision era. Yet, a number of puzzles still
challenge our understanding of their production mechanism
(see [1–3] for reviews), hence of QCD at the interplay be-
tween its short- and long-distance domains.
With the advent of the LHC, data at higher energies, at
higher transverse momenta, with higher precision and with
more exclusivity towards direct production are now flowing
in. Unfortunately, all this may not be sufficient to pin down
the complexity of the quarkonium-production mechanism. In
this context, much hope is put into the study of associated-
quarkonium production, in particular that of a pair of quarko-
nia.
We know that α4s and α
5
s corrections to the colour-singlet
mechanism (CSM) [4] are significant and cannot be over-
looked if one tries to explain the PT dependence of the J/ψ
and Υ cross sections observed in high-energy hadron colli-
sions [5–10]. As far as the PT -integrated yield is concerned,
the CSM contributions agree relatively well with the existing
data at colliders energies [11, 12]. It is thus natural to wonder
whether this also applies to quarkonium-pair production.
Polarisation predictions are also dramatically affected by
QCD corrections, both in the inclusive case and in the pro-
duction of quarkonia with a prompt photon [7–9, 13–15]. First
3-D analyses of the J/ψ and ψ(2S ) polarisation have been re-
cently carried out at the LHC by the ALICE [16], CMS [17]
and LHCb [18] collaborations. They reveal an unexpected un-
polarised yield in disagreement with basically all the available
models. It is therefore also expedient to look at the polarisa-
tion pattern of quarkonia produced in pairs.
Recently, LHCb has studied two associated production
channels of J/ψ: J/ψ + charm [19] and a pair of J/ψ [20].
The latter process has been measured for the first time by
the CERN-NA3 collaboration in the eighties but at large
xF [21, 22]. The rates were higher than expected and seemed
to be only explained by the coalescence of double intrinsic
charm pair in the proton projectile [23]. The cross section
measured by LHCb covers a totally different region, which
a priori should be accounted for by the conventional pQCD
approaches, e.g. by the CSM. Indeed, the PT -integrated rate
obtained by LHCb are in very good agreement with the re-
cent theoretical expectations from the CSM [28, 29] based
on the pioneer works of Kartvelishvili & Esakiya [26] and
Humpert [27]. It thus seems that, as far as the PT -integrated
yields are concerned, the CSM predictions are as good for sin-
gle inclusive as for double inclusive J/ψ production.
Because of C-parity conservation, it is believed that the
J/ψ + ηc yield, as well as J/ψ + χc, will be suppressed. It has
even been suggested [30] that the expected relative suppres-
sion between J/ψ + χc and J/ψ + J/ψ could provide a handle
to extract the double-parton-scattering (DPS) contributions as
opposed to the single-parton scatterings (SPS) evaluated here.
The former could indeed be a significant source of quarko-
nium pairs at the LHC [31].
Inclusive ηc production is certainly difficult to study experi-
mentally. Attempts are being made by the LHCb collaboration
to look at them in the pp¯ decay channel along with the other
charmonia [32]. Searches in such decay channels as well as
in some of the dominant 3/4 body decays, e.g. ηc → KK¯pi0
or ηc → K+K−pi+pi−, pose significant challenges in terms of
background and triggering. A possible option to partially cir-
cumvent these difficulties may be to search for ηc in the exist-
ing samples of J/ψ to look for J/ψ + ηc.
Our motivation was therefore to evaluate the yield for
J/ψ + ηc at leading order and to compare it to that of J/ψ pair
production. For a fair comparison of the PT dependence, we
have also evaluated –for the first time– the leading-PT NLO
contributions to the latter production. Our evaluation consists
in the computation the real-emission NLO corrections regu-
lated by a cut-off (NLO?) instead of by the loop corrections
in a full NLO computation. To enrich the comparison, we
have also computed some kinematic correlations whose anal-
ysis may help to study the DPS contributions and, finally, the
polarisation of a J/ψ associated with a ηc and of a J/ψ in a pair
of J/ψ taking into account the leading-PT NLO QCD correc-
tions.
Cross-section evaluation .— In the CSM [4], the amplitude
for the production of a pair of S -wave quarkonia Q1 and Q2,
of given momenta P1,2 and of polarisation λ1,2 accompanied
by other partons, noted k, is written as the product of the am-
plitude to create the corresponding double heavy-quark pair,
in each of which the relative momentum of the heavy quarks
(p1,2) is zero, two spin projectors N(λ1,2|s1,3, s2,4) and R1,2(0),
the radial wave functions at the origin in the configuration
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2space for both quarkonia. Precisely, one has
M(ab→Q1λ1 (P1) + Q2λ2 (P2) + k) =∑
s1,s2,c1,c2
∑
s3,s4,c3,c4
N(λ1|s1, s2)N(λ2|s3, s4)√
mQ1mQ2
δc1c2δc3c4
Nc
R1(0)R2(0)
4pi
×M(ab→ Qs1c1 Q¯s2c2 (p1 = 0) + Qs3c3 Q¯s4c4 (p2 = 0) + k),
where one defines from the heavy-quark momenta, q1,2,3,4,
P1,2 = q1,3 + q2,4, p1,2 = (q1,3 − q2,4)/2, and where s1,3,s2,4 are
the heavy-quark spin components and δcic j/
√
Nc is the CS pro-
jector. N(λ|si, s j) is the spin projector, which has a simple ex-
pression in the non-relativistic limit: 1
2
√
2mQ
v¯(P2 , s j)ΓS u(
P
2 , si)
where ΓS is γ5 when S = 0 (e.g. ηc), and ελµγ
µ when S = 1
(e.g. J/ψ). In this analysis, we will use the generic tree-
level matrix-element and event generator for heavy quarko-
nia, HELAC-Onia, described in [24], to perform all the cal-
culations. We have considered the processes of J/ψ-pair and
J/ψ + ηc production at LO via gg → J/ψ + J/ψ at α4s (see
e.g. Fig. 1a-1b) and gg→ J/ψ+ ηc + g at α5s (see e.g. Fig. 1c).
In the latter case, the emission of a final state gluon is im-
posed by C-parity conservation and the gluon is necessarily
radiated by the heavy-quark line. Note that the quark-induced
processes do not contribute at these orders.
J/ψ
J/ψ
(a)
J/ψ
J/ψ
(b)
J/ψ
ηc
(c)
J/ψ
J/ψ
(d)
FIG. 1: Some diagrams contributing to the hadroproduction
of a pair of quarkonium Q + Q′ in the CSM at orders α4S (a &
b) for J/ψ + J/ψ, and α5S for J/ψ + ηc (c) and for J/ψ + J/ψ
(d). The quarks and antiquarks attached to the ellipses are
taken as on-shell and their relative velocity v is set to zero.
In addition, we have studied the impact of the real-
emission QCD corrections to direct J/ψ-pair production (see
e.g. Fig. 1d). The contribution of these added to that at LO
is what we call the NLO? yield. In order to avoid infrared di-
vergences (IR) appearing when real-emissions are considered,
we followed [9] and have imposed that the invariant mass of
any light-parton pair, si j, be larger than the IR cut-off smini j .
Our IR treatment is expected to give a reliable estimation
of the NLO result at least at large PT –and probably at mid
PT– for the following reasons. One notes first that, by in-
spection of all propagators, one can easily see that our IR
cut-off, si j > smini j , is sufficient to regulate all the collinear
and soft divergences in the real-emission corrections to J/ψ-
pair production. The key argument is then that for the new
PT -enhanced topologies appearing at NLO, from e.g. the t-
channel-exchange diagram shown in Fig.1d, si j will neces-
sarily be large for any light-parton pair at large PT . For the
remaining topologies, one may encounter large logarithms
of si j/smini j , but this are factors of the amplitudes of PT -
suppressed topologies and the dependence on smini j should
therefore vanishes as soon as PT increases. Finally, we note
that the virtual corrections, which necessarily have the same
PT -scaling as the Born contributions, are also PT suppressed
compared to the real-emission contributions and they can also
be neglected since we have anyhow regulated the IR diver-
gences.
The reliability of the NLO? approximation has been explic-
itly verified in the inclusive J/ψ and Υ production [9, 10], as
well as for J/ψ + γ and Υ + γ [15]1. As we show in the next
section, the scaling of the NLO? yield for J/ψ+ J/ψ is clearly
enhanced by P2T compared to the LO yield and the IR cut-off
sensitivity vanish extremely quickly. These are clear indica-
tions that the method works for this process at this order.
As regards the parameters entering the computations, we
have taken |RJ/ψ,ηc (0)|2 = 0.81 GeV3 and MJ/ψ,ηc = 2mc. Our
uncertainty bands are obtained from the combined variations
of mc = 1.5±0.1 GeV, with the factorisation µF and the renor-
malisation µR scales chosen among the couples (0.5µ0, 2µ0),
where µ0 = mT =
√
(4mc)2 + p2T .
Cross-section results .— Our LO results for dσ/dPT are
shown in Fig. 2 (a) for |y| < 3 covered by CMS and ATLAS
and (b) for 2.0 < y < 4.5 covered by LHCb. At low PT ,
one observes that the J/ψ+ ηc yield is about ten times smaller
than that of double J/ψ for which we note that our results
agree with those of [28, 29]. A factor three comes from the
spin-state counting and another factor from a single power of
αs. However, the PT falloff for J/ψ+ ηc is less strong than for
double J/ψ at LO and it is remarkable to note that, already at
PT ' 17 GeV, both yields are similar. One also notes slightly
larger theoretical uncertainties due to the additional sensitivity
on the renormalisation scale, µR, through 5 instead of 4 powers
of αs(µR).
The next observation is of course the large enhancement
between the yield at LO and NLO?. It is absolutely similar
to what has been observed for the single J/ψ and Υ inclusive
production. In these cases, the NLO? yield was found to ac-
curately reproduce the full NLO yield for PT as low as a few
times mQ. We cannot make such a comparison here since the
full NLO yield is not known yet. To strengthen our findings,
we have separately plotted the sensitivity on the IR cut-off smini j
on Fig. 2c: it is negligible at PT & 10 GeV and smaller than a
factor of two for PT & 5 GeV. The theoretical uncertainties at
NLO? shown on Figs. 2a and 2b mainly come from the scales
and the mass uncertainties. One notes that it is similar to that
of J/ψ + ηc + g, i.e. slightly larger than for double J/ψ at LO.
In order to better understand the PT scaling of double
J/ψ and J/ψ + ηc + g production, we have also added to
Fig. 2c the curve for the leading-PT colour octet (CO) con-
tributions, 3S [8]1 +
3S [8]1 (with 〈O(3S [8]1 )〉 = 2 × 10−3 GeV3),
1 It is also worth noting that the NLO? of J/ψ + Z production reproduces
quite well the exact NLO result [25], though there is another large energy
scale mZ besides PT .
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FIG. 2: dσ/dPT at 7 TeV for J/ψ + J/ψ at LO and NLO? (+ COM), and for J/ψ + ηc + g
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FIG. 3: dσ/d∆φ, dσ/d∆Mpair and the polarisation at 7 TeV for J/ψ + J/ψ at LO and NLO?, and for J/ψ + ηc + g.
whose dσ/dP2T is expected to scale as P
−4
T at high PT via dou-
ble gluon-fragmentation channels. The PT scalings are ex-
tracted from the ratios of the differential cross section in CSM
over that of 3S [8]1 +
3S [8]1 . As for the inclusive single-J/ψ pro-
duction, dσ/dP2T for the LO and NLO
? J/ψ-pair production
scale as P−8T and P
−6
T respectively, while the J/ψ-PT scaling in
J/ψ + ηc + g is P−7T . The extra PT suppression of J/ψ + ηc + g
compared to double J/ψ at α5s likely comes from the pres-
ence of t-channel exchange channels for J/ψ + J/ψ, absent in
J/ψ+ηc+g. Finally, owing to the P2T enhancement observed at
α5S , the CSM contributions may dominate over the double J/ψ
yield with respect to the CO contributions. With the parame-
ter value we have chosen, the NLO? yield is still ten times the
double-CO one at PT = 50 GeV. Stronger statements would
require a careful analysis including the mixed CO+CS contri-
butions.
Kinematic correlations.— Azimuthal correlations and
invariant-mass distributions could be useful observables to
study DPS contributions to associated quarkonium produc-
tion, whose azimuthal distributions should, for instance, be
flat. Since we are primarily interested in the distribution
shapes, we have normalised each ones such that their inte-
gral between 0 and pi is one; this has the virtue of significantly
reducing the uncertainties.
At LO, the J/ψ pair is completely anti-correlated with a
peak in ∆φJ/ψ−J/ψ at pi, i.e. back-to-back. In the presence of
additional final-state particles, the far “away” side is not any-
more the only populated region. This can be observed on
Fig. 3a for J/ψ + ηc + g, although the “near” side, ∆φ ' 0,
remains barely populated. We also checked that the addi-
tion of intrinsic kT for the initial gluons (see e.g. [33]) cre-
ates a natural imbalance (see the lines on Fig. 3a) but de-
creases as 〈kT 〉/PT . To avoid such kT effects, it was therefore
suggested [31] to study azimuthal correlations with a PT cut,
which we discuss now.
For J/ψ + ηc + g, the configurations in which the gluon re-
coils against the pair are not PT -enhanced. On the contrary,
for J/ψ + J/ψ at NLO? and for sufficient PT , the pair re-
coils against a parton in the PT -enhanced t-channel exchange
topologies. The quarkonia become “near” each other and the
distribution also peaks ∆φJ/ψ−J/ψ ' 0 (see Fig. 3a). We have
also observed that the away-side peak decreases for increas-
ing PT . Overall, the introduction of a PT cut may not suffice to
be able to make clear cut comparison between DPS and SPS
distributions.
Let us now study the invariant-mass distributions –
normalised to the integrated cross-section– (see Fig. 3b)
which, in the J/ψ-pair case, can already be confronted to the
LHCb data [20]. At LO for J/ψ + J/ψ, we recover the shape
of the SPS results of [29] and [31], which seems to agree with
the data except for the first bin. We do not entirely share the
observation made [31] that the SPS disagrees with the data.
We think that uncertainties in the SPS normalisation were un-
4derestimated in [31] and it is not clear whether the peak in the
second bin –or the dip in the first– is just a fluctuation or a
feature of the distribution, more in line with the DPS expecta-
tions. Forthcoming data will certainly clarify the situation.
Since no PT cut has been imposed on the data, we cannot
compare it with the distribution at NLO?. As a makeshift,
we can analyse that of J/ψ + ηc, which looks definitively less
peaked. This was expected since the gluon radiation from the
heavy-quark line allows for a larger momentum difference be-
tween both quarkonia. Such a radiation definitely appears at
NLO, specifically at low PT . Overall, one should be careful
in comparing data with LO predictions only.
Polarisation.— We have also found it instructive to evalu-
ate the polarisation, i.e. the polar anisotropy λθ in the helicity
frame (see for instance [34, 35]), of the J/ψ accompanied by
an ηc and to compare it to the polarisation of a J/ψ accom-
panied by another J/ψ. For this comparison to make sense,
we have therefore evaluated the polarisation in the J/ψ pair
case at NLO?. To our knowledge, this is again a new result; it
would be confirmed with a full NLO computation. Yet, given
the extremely quick disappearance of the cut off sensitivity,
we believe this result to be reliable, although approximate.
Fig. 3c shows our results in the LHCb kinematics, which
we believe to be the only experiment able to measure polar-
isation observable for both J/ψ + J/ψ and J/ψ + ηc in the
future at the LHC2. Our results are as follows. At large PT ,
the NLO? polarisation of a J/ψ produced in pair –transverse–
is quite different than that at LO –slightly longitudinal as
found in [28]–. This is not a real surprise since, for mid and
large PT , the NLO? is dominated by novel topologies at α5s .
The only known case where such new topologies create J/ψ’s
with the same polarisation as the Born topologies is that of
J/ψ + Z [25]. Finally, it is interesting to observe that the
NLO? results for J/ψ + J/ψ coincide at high PT with those
for J/ψ + ηc + g.
At low PT , the polarisation for J/ψ+J/ψ at LO and J/ψ+ηc
seem to converge, then to diverge for PT → 0. We are not in
position to tell from which PT the polarisation at LO and at
NLO? are the same since the low PT region is certainly not
the region where the NLO? approximation is the most reli-
able. Finally, we emphasise that these results apply for the
production of radially-excited S -wave, i.e. ψ(2S ) and ηc(2S ).
Conclusion.— We have shown that the LO CSM contribu-
tions to direct J/ψ + ηc are not small despite its Born con-
tributions being suppressed by one power of αs compared to
double J/ψ. If the CSM contribution for J/ψ + ηc had really
been suppressed, this process could have been a good probe
of colour octet transitions. Unfortunately, as for many others,
it is not so. This is a further illustration that conclusions based
on the naive power counting on the QCD strong coupling are
not trustworthy and should always be checked case by case.
In addition, we have evaluated the impact on double J/ψ
production of the QCD corrections from the real gluon-
emission at mid and large PT . We have found out that the
PT spectrum is indeed affected in such a way that the CSM
contributions to double J/ψ might be dominant even at large
PT , at variance with observations done at LO.
We have also studied azimuthal correlations and invariant-
mass distributions. These observables may happen to be use-
ful in determining the importance of DPS contributions. Yet,
we observed that various effects, such as the radiative correc-
tions considered here and kT smearings, make the SPS predic-
tions less clear cut.
Finally, we have analysed polarisation observables. We
have showed that QCD corrections to double J/ψ production
alter the J/ψ spin alignment and that the polarisation of direct
J/ψ produced with a ηc is similar that of a J/ψ produced with
another J/ψ once these QCD corrections are accounted for.
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